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About This Game

EARLY ACCESS WARNING

CUBEZ IS IN EARLY ACCESS ALPHA. PLEASE DO NOT PURCHASE IT UNLESS YOU WANT TO ACTIVELY
SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT. CUBEZ IS IN A HIGHLY ACTIVE STATE OF DEVELOPMENT SO VARIOUS THINGS
WILL BREAK AND BE FIXED PROMPTLY FROM TIME TO TIME. WE'RE VERY OPEN ABOUT DEVELOPMENT,

SO PLEASE CHECK OUR SOCIAL MEDIA OUTLETS AND LEAVE COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS TO HELP SQUASH
BUGS. ALL FEATURES LISTED ON THIS PAGE ARE IN THE GAME CURRENTLY AND ARE AVAILABLE FOR

PLAY.
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About CubeZ

Get ready for some full multiplayer destroy the brain to kill goodness with fully destructible characters, destructible gear, gear
that effects play style, full character customization, weapon customization, and weapon mods that change the way your gun

handles. CubeZ in Early Access is all about action gameplay and arena styled combat and various game modes.

Team Deathmatch
Capture the Flag

Features
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Full Dynamic Player Destruction, Watch Parts Fall Off as You Shoot!

Character Gear Customization

Character Loadout Customization

Weapon Customization

2 Action Packed Game Modes

In Game Chat

6 Arena Style Maps

Over 50 Gear Items

Configurable Matches, Play with 2-16 Players
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Title: CubeZ
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Imaekgames [Imaek Limited]
Publisher:
Indie Developer
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP2 64-bit

Processor: i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 640 GTS

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Tested on lower devices than this - Laptops with INTEGRATED GRAPHICS will most likely not run the
game.

English
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Pros:

+ A nice setting, set in a rural town.
+ Has an intriguing and emotional plot that for me is not too dramatic and has a mix of supernatural and mystery.
+ You get to see the impact of your choices. There is no bad or good choice and there is certainly no 'useless' choice in the
game. Makes it a plus in replayability.
+Characters are well written, realistic and likable (most of them) in their own right. Even Yves and Clothilde shows kinder sides
to them if you are able to see it (How you shape Daphne's personality in the game)
+Artwork is very beautiful. It has lots of different illustrations and the sprites are nicely drawn. You can tell how much work
they have done with their art.

Cons:

I only have one major con for this game. Now just to inform you unlike most Visual Novel this game does not allow you to
backtrack in your game play. Meaning once you choose a choice or move forward in the game, you cannot go back, you cannot
save any part of the game and go back and choose another option, what you choose, you'll have to stick with it through the end.
If you want to get another ending or outcome you'll need to play from scratch. Now this itself can be annoying but The
developers did say that this is done to add weight to your decision, Make you think harder on what options to pick. I can accept
this argument. The story itself is not so long that it will be a burden to replay from the beginning to get all the endings.

What makes this a problem though is that there is no skip button. Now if you are required to play the game from scratch
multiple times to complete the game it would be nice to give this game a skip button. Since it is incredibly annoying to force us
to continuously click multiple times or press the space key to move forward. And if we make a mistake/accidentally press the
wrong option the back to the beginning and more clicking or space spamming. I don't think it will ruin the immersion for giving
us the option to skip read text after all we wont be reading the read text when we are continuously clicking or pressing the space
bar.

Overall I'd recommend this game. Daphne regardless of how you shape her up in the end is a charming MC and the artwork is
really lovely with a nice and moving story to boot.. Sorry i cant really reccommend this anymore
at the start of the game they promised they will update this game regulary - didnt happen
but what leads me to not reccommend this game the fact the last DLC is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing paid and its the same
price as the game and has less content
this is an indie release
not a triple a game that dlc are supposed to be paid. No, i`m sorry but Revolt is still much funnier and can make even new
players learn it.

RC Mini Racers is not Revolt, cars are a bit bigger, controlling using keyboard is not that impressive and the AI is a challenge
even from Easy races, so new players might not be impressed to pay 4,99 euros.

Revolt is abandonware so you might want to try it before buying this, maybe just maybe i`m to old fashioned... and this RC Mini
Racers game could be great.. Snowball Saves Summer was super fun to watch get developed, a big portion of it was streamed on
Twitch. It's even more fun to play, now that I have been able to get my hands on it. I cannot wait to see what else this developer
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comes out with.

The physics based, Angry Bird-like, movement is pretty unique when it comes to platformers. It really show cases how a
developer can take a basic mechanic, throw a twist on it, and really run with it.

You will encounter mechanics and enemies inspired by things you played as a kid which added a nice touch of nostalgia. This
game wears its inspirations on its sleeve and there's absolutely nothing wrong with that.

Each level brings something new to the table, whether it be an interesting theme, a new mechanic, or short puzzles you have to
solve. There's always something new awaiting you around the corner.

Boss fights are a challenge and a ton of fun, I wont spoil anything but the final boss is fantastic.

All-in-all, the game is well worth the price tag.. 10/10

Would make traffic cones float again <3 yep. I had a great time playing this with my wife. It's a hidden object game with a few
more puzzles thrown in, all framed around the short-term goals of solving silly mysteries. It's very well made and very pleasant..
Loved it!

Good puzzles that makes sence when you finish them.

This is the kind of graphics i love in a adventure game.

could be compared to monkey isalnd 3 and Deponia series. Controls suck in this edition, not worth the money. Great game, if
you are a fan of cycling you will enjoy this a lot.. just look after the bugs that are there, but most of them are not of importance
for the game play itself.
Of course there are issues that can be better, as in most other games, but for cycling this is the best in the market.
You can play and develop one driver or a whole team, with a lot of possibility's to develop the best out of them.
and.. keep in mind that you can not win all the races... just the same as in real life ;-) HAVE FUN !!!. Started game. Got a
message game does not support my video card. Lol'ed. Refunded
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took me quite a time to get all the stuff but this game is fun af. Will there be more mission? :( This is so good, I mean all the
humor, the loot, the unique weapons.. a lightning tree

smashed me

10\/10. Boring from what I can see. The tutorial doesn't give any tutorial, loads in but the player is left to work things out for
themselves. No idea whats supposed to be done, or how to play.. The game has nice graphics, and you'll be scared a few times.
The mechanics of the antagonist are fairly sweet.
It's a good experience, rather short though. I'd really recommend getting it when it's on sale, especially if you enjoy horror
games.. Initially had some problems when you start the game. done all update when it was still not good. like a miracle, a week
later, there is nothing more to it and start the game just as it should.
Relax game, and works fine.. Hi well recommended. Its not too hard to learn but try playing on easier setttings 1st. You can
change EVERYTHING in game with map editor (even start date). Play new 1936 mission 1st on easy difficuty, after change in
map settings values (its easy to do). Great game.
. If you survive the game crashing when you try to set options, and when you try to start the tutorial, you have to deal with a
narrow FOV, bad mouse acceleration and a camera that leans in the direction you're turning. Playing this game will lead to
nothing but frustration and motion sickness.
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